SOUTH SUDAN

MONTHLY FIGURES

- 21 Destinations reached
- 30 Requests completed
- 773 mt Cargo transported
- 76 Organisations supported

100% of priority locations covered (12/12)

LEGEND
- Priority locations
- Other locations

Health 2%
General Operations 3%
Protection <1%
1% Early Recovery
Education
General Programme
Nutrition
Shelter
Logistics

31% Food Security
35% UN Agencies
34% NGOs
31% INGOs

Transport users (mt)

149 mt by helicopter
147 mt by fixed wing
178 mt by road
299 mt by river
6 convoys coordinated

79% of air rotations performed
17 incidents causing cancellations

Bad Weather 65%
Technical Issues 18%
Cut-off time 12%
Security 6%

Funding Situation
Activity 6_SS01.08.041.CPA2
January 2019 to December 2019

US$26,913,152
86% Resourced

Donors
United Kingdom 5%
USA 69%
South Sudan Humanitarian Fund 13%
SSHF 13%

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.
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The Logistics Cluster is led by World Food Programme